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Animator alumna makes a world of magic.
page 6

RATE MY PROFESSOR

Clockwise from top left: RockFest bonfire, Eggcellent Egg Hunt, protests after program cuts, photo illustration depicting a campus intruder, President Gregory Dell’Omo on Rider’s Tonight Show, the Bronc at
MAACness, R Factor winner Joseph Panuccio, Dean Anthony Campbell as Santa with a child from the Mercer County Boys and Girls Club and the Big Sean fall concert. Center: Dell’Omo’s inauguration.
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A smoky situation

We didn’t start the fire; a washing machine did. On April 21 at 2:02
p.m., Public Safety responded to a
fire alarm in Hill Hall. Upon arrival,
officers found the laundry room
filled with smoke. Services of the fire
department were requested, and
they responded. Firefighters determined the cause of the damage was
a faulty motor in one of the washing
machines.

Elevator shenanigans

Take your business somewhere
else. On April 22 at 11:03 p.m., Public
Safety was called to West Village B
where an unknown female was seen
urinating in an elevator. Officers
searched the building and parking
lot for the female and her male companion, but neither of them could
be located.

ONLINE AT
THERIDERNEWS.COM

C

HECK OUT ADDITIONAL ARTICLES

posted online this week. Titled
“From blogging to professional
photo shoots, senior succeeds
in fashion world,” this piece explores
Tarah-Lynn Saint-Elien’s internship at a
popular magazine, Elle.
This week’s Green Corner, titled “Keep
your vacations both sunny and green”
discusses how green getaways can take
vacations to the next level.
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JOURNALIST HONORED

F

RESHMAN JOURNALISM MAJOR AND

Assistant News Editor Lauren Lavelle
won an honorable mention and $75,
at the Dirty Little Secrets Student
Reporting Contest for her Rider News
article titled, “A Rider legacy blooms in
marsh.” A ceremony, which featured a
panel discussion with the professional
journalists involved with the Dirty Little
Secrets project, was held on April 20 at
Rutgers. This collaborative investigative
reporting project aims to uncover environmentally toxic issues in New Jersey.

HE federal Department of Education has opened
an investigation into how Rider handles sexual
assault and harassment complaints.
Rider is among other colleges and universities with open Title IX sexual violence investigations
by the Office for Civil Rights. The U.S. Department of
Education was investigating 106 colleges and universities as of April 1. The number of investigations is at a
record high, almost doubling from less than a year ago
when the Department of Education unveiled its list of
ongoing inquiries.
Kristine Brown, interim assistant vice president for
University Communications and Marketing, said the
university is upholding its Title IX commitments and is
aware of the situation at hand.
“Rider University is committed to building and
maintaining an academic environment that is free from
sexual violence, sexual harassment and discrimination
and has worked tirelessly with the campus community to
develop resources and processes that are effective, accessible, fair and equitable compliant with its obligations
under Title IX,” she said in a statement.
When the Department of Education first disclosed the
number of colleges under investigation the tally was 55
institutions. However, by January, the total had reached 94.
Rider’s investigation originated from a complaint,
according to officials, but there are no details into how
the complaint started.
“Rider University is aware of the complaint that was
filed with the U.S. Department of Education,” Brown
said. Dean of Students Anthony Campbell would not
comment on the investigation.
There is no way of knowing if the complaint was
sparked by the incidents this past fall 2015.
The first of four sexual offense instances on Rider’s
campus happened on Sept. 11, when Hamilton Resident
Jon Cannon, 24, allegedly entered an unlocked apartment in West Village B and touched a female visitor on

the shoulder while she was sleeping in the common area.
Then on Sept. 26, Cannon allegedly trespassed in the
Delta Phi Epsilon sorority house. On Sept. 27, Cannon
allegedly went into an unlocked apartment in West
Village B and touched a female student’s breast while
she was sleeping. Cannon was subsequently charged
with criminal sexual contact, harassment/offensive
touching and trespassing for these incidents.
On Oct. 18, the third sexual offense incident occurred
between two students who were known to each other, and
on Nov. 9 the fourth sexual offense occurred between two
students who were also known to each other.
The Office of Civil Rights determines whether colleges are in violation of Title IX, which states that no
person in the U.S. can be excluded from participation
in, or be denied the benefits of, any education program
or activity based on sex. All schools that receive federal
funding can be held responsible for violating sexual
assault and harassment guidelines.
Nearby Princeton University has been investigated
for its handling of sexual assault complaints and was
on the list released by the Department of Education.
During 2014, the Office of Civil Rights stated that the
university did not properly respond to sexual assault
complaints, and the school agreed to improve how it
handles sexual assaults and promised to work better with
police.
As many schools around the country are changing their procedures for handling sexual assault cases,
Rider’s standard of evidence stands as “more likely
than not.” This differs from Mercer County’s standard
of “beyond a reasonable doubt.” In Mercer County, a
sexual assault victim will be assigned an advocate and
have the ability to contact police.
“Consistent with a shared goal of eliminating sexual
violence, sexual harassment and discrimination on campus, Rider University is fully cooperating with the Office
for Civil Rights in its investigation and hopes to achieve a
timely and judicious resolution of this matter,” Brown said.

The Energy and Sustainability Steering Committee and
the Eco-Reps hosted an Earth Day event on April 21 on
Cranberry’s patio featuring music, prizes, food and games.

Emily Kelly/The Rider News
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By Alexis Schulz

Emily Kelly/The Rider News

Feds investigate Rider, others

A rubber duck derby will take place in Centennial Lake
immediately following the Class of 2016 barbecue at the
president’s house on May 4. Winners will receive VIP seating
and parking at commencement.

Westminster College of the Arts: There’s an app for that

T

By Shanna O’Mara

HE app is launched, and the screen
lights up with photos of costumed
students singing on stage, young
children playing the violin in unison and a conductor standing proudly in
front of raised bows and instruments.
Westminster College of the Arts
launched an app on April 20 that
advertises upcoming events on-and-off
campus, student performance videos
and podcasts featuring some of the
world’s leading musicians.
The app will expand Westminster’s
reach, allowing the school to be a
“major arts force in Lawrenceville and
Princeton with the 120 performances
that we hold every year,” according to
Anne Sears, director of external events.
While Rider has already introduced
an app alongside the university website,
the Westminster app will be directed
more toward art events rather than promoting the school or providing information for students, staff, faculty and more.

“Rider has a wonderful website,”
Sears said. “Its focus is on the students,
which is great, but the app would focus
more on performances and events on
either campus.”
Sears initiated the project alongside
Westminster Dean Matthew Shaftel
as well as Thomas Carle, a graduate
assistant, and Tara Laposa, director of
Internet projects.
“Dean Shaftel and I were
approached by a company called
Instant Encore that creates apps for
arts organizations,” Sears said. “This
is a company that I’ve been familiar
with for quite some time. They thought
that it might be appropriate for Rider’s
Westminster College of the Arts, and
we looked at it and thought, ‘Yes, it
would be.’ That’s how we got started.”
Instant Encore has already created
apps for other performance organizations such as The Philadelphia
Orchestra, The Colorado Symphony
and The Grand Opera. The company

is also currently partnered with other
schools, including the University
of California Santa Barbara, the
University of Missouri Kansas City and
Stanford.
While many of the apps created under
Instant Encore, including Westminster’s
new launch, are geared toward musicians
and art students, the content is broad
enough to interest any audience.
“It provides another vehicle for
students and members of the community to connect with the abundance
of artistic and talented individuals that
bring superior performances to the
area,” Laposa said.
The app is even eco-friendly.
“It’s great for when we hold performances,” Sears said. “We can put the
event program on the app, so we’re
saving paper.”
One feature that creators are particularly proud of is the Westminsterto-Go podcast which is available
through Apple iTunes. The podcast

currently features insightful conversations with well-known musicians and
previews of upcoming events.
“One aspect I definitely want to
address is the podcast feature,” Sears
said. “We’d like to expand this capability so that we broadcast Westminster
and Lawrenceville events. We’d grow by
putting this multimedia element in the
hands of non-college people as well.”
Because the app is still new, Sears
expects to run into obstacles as the program reaches more and more people in
the Rider community and beyond.
“We did a soft launch through social
media platforms,” she said. “There are
still a few glitches, as we expected, so we
can work these out before it gets big.”
Sears is open to comments and suggestions
regarding the quality of content and navigation
and can be reached at sears@rider.edu. The
Westminster College of the Arts application is
free in the app store.
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College websites lure prospective students

I

By Vanessa Woy

N a typical week earlier this semester, Rider’s
homepage displayed 18 links to announcements,
stories and multimedia. Of these 18 items, seven,
or nearly half, had little to do with current matters
of learning, new courses, student accomplishments,
future guest speakers and so on.
Instead, those seven items on the main website
focused on recruiting future students. The homepage
promoted open houses, transfer information sessions
and future applications for enrollment, all the while
reminding readers: “Apply to Rider University.”
This marketing emphasis on Rider’s homepage
is right in tow with fellow institutions. A Rider News
survey of 13 nearby and peer university websites in
February found that 11 had about the same high proportion of student-recruitment content.
Overall, homepages displayed an average of four
“advertisements” soliciting new students for every
seven items of content aimed at informing current students and staff. The universities surveyed were Drexel,
Fairleigh Dickinson, Iona, Monmouth, Penn State,
Princeton, Rutgers, Rider, Saint Joseph’s, Seton Hall,
Swarthmore, Temple and TCNJ. Here is a closer look
at three of them:

Rider

On Rider’s homepage, there were 13 tabs on the
top and main menus. Most yielded dropdown menus
when rolled over, but five, when clicked, led to subsites for Alumni, Events, News, Campus Updates
and Athletics. Two of the tabs, “Prospects” and
“Admissions,” seemed aimed at the same target.
Beneath those menus lay a slideshow displaying photos from Admitted Student Day, “Learn On
A New Level” and the addition of new programs.
Scrolling down, there was a grid of nine links, with the
first being a red button with the word “Apply,” written
in capital white letters. Following, the page offered
links to Rider success stories, open houses and campus
tours. At the bottom of the page, social media were
featured in a grid of items from Facebook and Twitter
under the heading “What’s Trending at Rider.”

Temple

Temple was another local example of ample university website marketing, despite its public funding
and enrollment weighing in at over 28,000 undergraduates. It dedicated its homepage to a social media
campaign entitled “Make Temple Your Next Stop.”
Beneath the main slogan were three headlines: “Why
Temple,” “Experience” and “Student Life,” all of
which pertained to prospective applicants. Scrolling
down further, the website went beyond marketing,
offering its viewer the tagline: “Temple University’s
momentum is undeniable: Now at No. 115, Temple
has risen 17 spots in U.S. News & World Report Best
Colleges rankings in the past five annual editions.”

Iona

With a slideshow of seven images at the top of
Iona’s homepage, ranging from registration dates to
accepted students’ day, the theme of marketing was
again prevalent. Lower down, the page displayed a
photo of students beneath the headline “Prospective
Students,” where the university offered links to more
information on why Iona is the right choice. Only
beneath this link did the website offer a separate portal for current students, making the college’s priorities
visually obvious.

Emphasis on persuading

Even at universities that differ in location and
student body size, the website was used largely as a
means of attracting new students.
Though college websites are created for both internal and external audiences, Rider and its peers put
heavy emphasis on persuading as opposed to informing. With homepages set up to draw attention from
prospective students, on-campus buzz gets lost amid a
year-round “campaign.”
Clear exceptions were elite schools in the area like
Ivy League neighbor Princeton University and highly
ranked Swarthmore College on the Philadelphia Main
Line. They featured content on their websites that
was far less “hard sell.” Of course, Princeton gets tons
of applicants — a record 29,303 this year clamoring

Temple University’s current homepage features a multimedia project showcasing the university’s worldwide reach, advertised with the
slogan “Explore Temple’s Impact.” The website also features a “Why Temple” tab at the bottom, a link geared toward prospective students
that is typical of the recruitment content found on university websites — large and small, public and private.
to get into its freshman class of 1,322. Rider, with its
rolling admissions process, received 9,850 applications last year for a projected freshman class of 950,
said Enrollment Management Vice President Jamie
O’Hara.
Princeton’s website, top-heavy with campus
news, current events hosted by the school and student achievements, offered only one modest link to
“Admissions,” targeted directly to high schoolers.
Likewise, Swarthmore’s homepage was all news
except for one tab, “Admissions & Aid.”
Rider and most other colleges also offered exclusive
student portals where on-campus information was
shared. However, on MyRider — a site that requires
an EasyPass login afforded only to current students
— there was still mention of “Transfer Tuesdays”
and other material seemingly irrelevant to a current
student selecting courses or checking a transcript.
Furthermore, some of the additional journalistic
information featured on MyRider — faculty accomplishments, student features — was not highlighted on
the university’s homepage.
“Rider’s website is dedicated to recruiting students.
I transferred here, so I get it,” said Jessenia Acuna,
a sophomore secondary education major. “But even
logging into MyRider doesn’t feel like it’s for me
because it tells me information about mass amounts
of students, and then I have to click a separate tab to
view material that actually benefits me.”
Tara Laposa, director of enrollment digital strategy,
said, “The Rider website and homepage have always
tried to strike a balance between what is promoted
and when.
“The Rider homepage is only one vehicle that
allows us to communicate campus-wide. Our
approach is a holistic one in that we communicate
through a multi-channel approach — to reach students, prospective students, parents, faculty, staff and
the community.”
Laposa shared a list of the most heavily attended
events at Rider recently as reflections of website traffic. Among the top 31 events were Rider’s Admitted
Student Day, undergrad instant decision day and open
houses for both undergrad and grad, as well as events
for current students. Though the list offered a mix of
opportunities for prospective and current students, it
solidified Rider’s reasoning in maintaining a yearround marketing theme on its homepage.
Laposa said the administration wants to take a
closer look at student-based needs.
“What I’d like to know is how we, as a university, can better communicate with you, the student,”
Laposa said. “How would you like to find out about
stories, events, things to do? Specifically, what is it
you really want to be in touch about, and how do you
want to receive that information?
“Personally, one area I have a strong desire to
improve is the promotion of campus-wide activities

and events. This involves the integration of several
systems so that at the end of the day, students have a
comprehensive event calendar that allows them to easily access what’s happening on campus.”
O’Hara agreed.
“The focus of the webpages should always be on
current students as well as prospective students,” said
O’Hara. “What I think the prospective student is
always looking for is, ‘What is my experience going to
be if I go there?’ So as much as we require a need to
communicate potential-student events, we’re always
trying to talk about current student experiences as well
as accomplishments.”
O’Hara said the university wants to showcase students through internships, job offers and on-campus
opportunities. He said social media provides a conduit
for all universities, serving as a medium to spread
student success at a quicker rate and to a much larger
audience.
The bottom of Rider’s homepage features tweets
from the cranberry community and images by amateur photographers to show “What’s Trending at
Rider.”
However, O’Hara thinks having more current
students’ experiences profiled on the website would
benefit recruiting as well as current community members. Student stories are “what sells the institution
more than just talking about the experience of attending an admitted students day,” he said. “The Engaged
Learning site is working to drive the types of stories
that students would like to see running on the main
page. We have a student who’s been accepted into a
Ph.D. program at Yale, and another student who’s
receiving an honorable mention for a Goldwater
Scholarship. Those are the stories, the announcements, that really aid the student body.”
O’Hara aims to give more weight to the college
experience year by year, rather than prioritizing postgrad opportunities afforded to alumni and seniors.
“As administrators, what we now love are these
aspects of social media that aid college news,” he said.
“Everything gets to press quicker with shorter stories,
photography and tweet-style messages.”
Dr. Nancy Wiencek, who teaches communication
courses and is designing a social media minor, has
some suggestions for curating the current website.
“The university has so many wonderful things
happening on campus — student projects, faculty
initiatives, art, lectures and athletics — but we’re not
doing an effective job at promoting those events,”
Wiencek said. “If we just promoted those things on
our website, that would be enough to attract students
to come to Rider without having to do the hard sell of
marketing.”
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Yes, Rider, We’re Giving Away a New Car!

win a brand new
*
2016 Scion iM
PLUS A TWO-YEAR TOYOTACARE NO-COST
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE PLAN...FREE!
HERE'S HOW TO ENTER:
Create an original, two-minute video about your Rider University experience as a
Rider, College of Continuing Studies, or Westminster Choir College student.
Upload a YouTube video link to the #TeamRiderScionContest
page at www.1077TheBronc.com.

Two Years

FREE

Oil Changes!

The video with the highest judged score will win a 2016 Scion iM following
Rider's undergraduate Commencement ceremony
on Friday, May 13, 2016.

Two Years

FREE

Tire Rotations
and more!

DEADLINE TO ENTER EXTENDED TO WEDNESDAY, MAY 4!
*Contest open to all Rider undergraduates graduating Dec 2015, Jan, May and Aug 2016. Grand prize: A two-year, 2016 Scion iM lease plus Toyotacare, a no cost scheduled maintenance
plan for two years or 25,000 miles, whichever comes first, courtesy of Team Toyota of Princeton and 107.7 The Bronc.

April 27, 2016
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WCC education leaves singer ‘confident’ for Kimmel solo

A

By Samantha Brandbergh

semester is drawing to a
close and students plan their
vacations, Westminster Choir
College (WCC) junior voice
performance major Jennifer Kreider is
preparing for her May 11 performance
at the Kimmel Center in Philadelphia.
The Kimmel Center holds 650
people, and although Kreider has
performed for bigger crowds in
Westminster’s choral ensembles, this
will be the biggest crowd she has performed for as a solo artist.
Kreider is one of six of the Clifton
Foundation’s 2016 Emerging Artists
winners, the other five being from other
institutions. In addition to the performance, she was also awarded a $5,000
scholarship.
She also won first place in The
National Competition for Voice
through The Artist Series of Sarasota
in Florida on April 16, taking home
$3,500.
As the daughter of two opera singers — WCC alumna Rebecca Abram
Kreider, ’83, and opera singer Paul
Kreider — Jennifer Kreider was almost
literally a natural-born performer.
“I don’t really remember a time
without music in my life,” she said. “I
started piano lessons at 5 years old, and
I always loved to sing. I joined choir
in middle school, and ever since then,
I knew I had to pursue a career in
music.”
She has put her skills to good use
by starring in multiple Westminster

Courtesy of Jennifer Kreider

S the

Jennifer Kreider performs on stage as the Fairy Godmother in Westminster’s production of Cendrillon. Kreider,
one of the winners of the Emerging Artists Award, will perform at the Kimmel Center in Philadelphia on May 11.
productions, including Cendrillon, tutoring piano and music theory on campus,
and participating in the CoOPERAtive
Program. Considering everything she
has accomplished in her college career
so far, Kreider seemed like the perfect
choice for an Emerging Artists Award.
In order to be considered for the
prize, she was nominated by faculty
members at Westminster. She was
notified by Dean Marshall Onofrio to
send the Clifton Foundation a résumé,
a headshot and 15 minutes of musical
recordings, which included “Der Hirt
auf dem Felsen” by Franz Schubert, the
piece she will be singing at the Kimmel
Center.
“At first, when I found out I was

nominated for this, I felt honored that
the faculty thought highly enough of
me to receive such an incredible award
and opportunity,” Kreider said.
The performance will not only
help Kreider excel musically, but the
money she received will allow her to
travel abroad and study at the Schubert
Institute in Vienna, Austria, this
summer.
She attributes what she has learned
at Westminster to Professor Laura
Brooks Rice, her voice teacher.
“[Rice] has taught me how to effectively practice and prepare for performances, and it is because of my work
with her over the past three years that
I can go into the performance at the

Kimmel Center confidently,” she said.
Rice is “not surprised” by the success that has come Kreider’s way.
“[Kreider] is that kind of student
who is very serious about her training
and practices with a focus and awareness needed to be successful,” she said.
“She comes from a wonderful pair of
parents, so she was already introduced
to the discipline that it takes to train as
a classical singer.”
Winning the Emerging Artists
Award proved to be an important
accomplishment not only for Kreider,
but for her peers on campus, as well.
The news allowed the Westminster
community to unite to provide encouragement and support to a friend and
fellow performer.
“When Rider announced that I
received the award, people on campus
would stop to congratulate me, and I
received so many encouraging messages
and texts from friends,” she said. “In
those moments, it made me realize how
lucky I am to go to this school and to
be surrounded by so many other kind,
supportive and talented individuals.”
Kreider and her family are equally
“ecstatic” and grateful for the opportunity and scholarship the Clifton
Foundation has given her, and look
forward to thanking the Clifton family
through the joy of music.
“I learn something about myself as
an artist every time I sing, and this performance will be no different and one
that I will never forget,” she said.
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Reimagining the world using colors, shapes and a little ‘magic’
S

By Emily Klingman

Riseley has drawn a lot of her inspiration from the
Bauhaus movement, an art movement from around
the 1920s. In a presentation to Rider film students on
April 21, she talked about how the German movement
focused on sharp angles.
“I just really like angular sort of designs. I find I’m
not a fan of soft, round designs,” she said. “That’s usually what you find in a lot of older paintings, a lot of
soft roundness. The Bauhaus movement and things like
De Stijl (a Dutch artistic movement) really branched out
and made things very angular, which is very counterintuitive to nature until you get to microscopic levels.
That’s just really what I enjoy. It’s sort of the opposite
of everyday kind of images.”
As a former student of Cynthia Lucia, professor of
English and director of film and media studies, Riseley
laid the foundation for her work at Rider through her
English major and film concentration.
“I’m happy to see that her work has retained its
whimsical yet edgy quality,” said Lucia. “Her work has
become far more focused on
the very

elements foundational to film as an art form.”
One of Riseley’s favorite creations was her senior
project, titled Fish Sticks, a stop motion film about a fish
on the hunt for its favorite ice cream flavor.
“I had a difficult time making it, being stop motion
and all,” she said. “But it was very rewarding to finish it.
Even though it is plot-based, and I usually don’t really
like that, it is a personal kind of plot to me. It’s all about
how I can simply find an ice cream that I really like, and
I got to kinda stick with the way I like to do colors.”
While Fish Sticks was the most rewarding once she
finished it, it’s the 3D animations she’s worked on that
have given her the biggest learning experience.
“There are just so many components to 3D animation, it’s always eye-opening every time I try and do
something,” Riseley said. “There’s all different simulations you can run, there’s all this different types of rigging you can do, so anytime I do something in 3D, I’m
always having to learn something entirely different from
what I did the last time.”
Riseley also feels she has grown from her
time as a production intern. It wasn’t a

great experience for her, but because she was essentially
running the studio, it gave her a lot of first-hand knowledge.
“I’m a lot better at things than I think I am,” said
Riseley. “I was actually very good at managing a lot
of the stuff it had going on, more so than I
thought I’d be capable of doing. I was
actually doing the morning meetings; I
was in charge of those every single day.
It started out very daunting but wasn’t
really as difficult as it seemed. It was
more of just trusting that I could
do something and it wasn’t going
to turn out badly.”
Looking towards the future,
Riseley is planning on moving to
The Netherlands to continue her
work in animation. The region
is more welcoming to her kind
abstract and experimental films.

What excites her the most is being able to live in her
own chosen environment.
“That’s mostly why I want to move to the
Netherlands; the lifestyle there, and just sort of living
and being there when we visit my family, it’s always
something I’m very envious of,” she said. “So that’s
really the most exciting thing for me is being able to
choose the environment I want to be in.”
For students who might want to follow in Riseley’s
footsteps, Lucia advises them to break their work down
to the basics.
“Get to the essence of cinema,” Lucia said.
“Embrace its form, light, color. Continue to ask,
‘What is cinema?’ and ‘How do we know/understand cinema?’ These are exactly the questions
Danielle and other animators also continually
ask, as they pare cinema down to its most fundamental elements.”

Emily Kelley/The Rider News

TUDENTS are always experimenting with their life
before they graduate, things like their personal style
and even their majors.
For self-taught animator Danielle Riseley, ’12,
being conventional isn’t something she’s drawn to.
Focusing on experimental animation, she made short
animations in her dorm room at Rider before going on
to Savannah College of Art and Design.
Something that makes her different from many
American animators is how Riseley drifts away from
typical plot formats.
“It just takes a lot longer when I have to figure out a
plot,” Riseley said. “That’s usually when I bug a lot of
my friends who are better with plot than I am, and I’ll
try and figure it out from there. Most of the time, I’ll
just flat out avoid it.”
Riseley explained that she doesn’t reject plot completely — it’s just not her primary focus.
“I’m more focused on the images,” she said.
“When it comes to
movies, I really

don’t care what the plot is.”
For Riseley, being a self-taught animator has made
her an oddball in her field, which has its advantages and
disadvantages.
“I have to work a little bit longer when it comes to
a lot of stuff,” she said. “But, since I have no training,
it means I don’t really know what I can’t do. I’m a little
more adventurous in some of the things that I try, so
I’m a little more inclined to waste my time trying to do
something because I don’t know if it does or doesn’t
work.”
When looking at Riseley’s work, it’s easy for viewers
to see her appreciation for colors and shapes. Much of
her animation is focused on the colors and feel of the
piece. She explained that the openness of what she can
create draws her to this kind of work.
“When you look at something, it is what it is,” she
said. “When you animate, you can change that however you want, sort of like your own special effects on
something.
“I guess it kinda plays into the idea of magic — You
know, being able to manipulate an image.”

Photo documentation of the production process for Danielle Riseley’s short film, Fish Sticks. From left to right is the mold for the fish puppet, then the foam creation, the puppet’s bike, and the final puppet.

Twists and turns fill post-college life

PRE VIE W

Chocolatey warzone comes to Daly’s
HOSE who

are dreaming of paradise simply need to head to
Daly’s on Thursday.
On April 28, Daly’s dining hall will be transformed into a
chocolate wonderland, á la Willy Wonka and the Chocolate
Factory, as it hosts Rider’s third annual Dessert Wars, with this
year’s focus, Chocolate Explosion.
The competition, presented by Rider’s 107.7 The Bronc radio
station, will feature five student bakers who use original or family
recipes, hoping to make the best chocolate-themed dessert and be
crowned the winner.
This year, the winning recipe will be added to the menu at
Enzo’s La Piccola Cucina in Ewing as the featured dessert
The winner will also take home a six-month supply of chocolate from David Bradley Chocolatier of East Windsor, $150 in
Bronc Bucks, 10 tickets to a 2016 Trenton Thunder baseball
game, a pair of tickets to Leonard Nimoy’s Vincent at the Theater
at St. Clements in New York City and four tickets to Ringling
Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus XTREME.
The competition acts as a sweet counterpart to Rider’s savory
cooking competition, Student Top Chef, where the recipes are
primarily focused on main-course entrees.
“Dessert Wars is a spin-off of Rider Student Top Chef,” said
John Mozes, general manager of The Bronc. “We found students
who entered dessert recipes kept winning our Top Chef competition, so we decided to split it into two separate contests.”
Since its development in 2014, Dessert Wars has become
an annual benchmark promotion for the station, according to
Mozes. The Bronc staff and Rider Dining work together each year
to come up with new and exciting ideas for the competition, last

year’s theme being “Candyland” and this year’s being “Chocolate
Explosion.”
Judges score each recipe based on four factors: recipe composition, arrangement, taste and incorporation of the key ingredient:
chocolate.
The judges of this year’s competition are Anna Scozzari,
owner of Enzo’s La Piccola Cucina; Christine O’Brian, owner of
David Bradley Chocolatier; and Mike Foster, general manager of
Applebee’s Bar and Grill.
It’s not just the judges who have a say in who will win, though.
Students in Daly’s are encouraged to sample each recipe and text
the name of their favorite baker to a number.
Students will also have the chance to sample free chocolates
provided by David Bradley Chocolatiers and even try some
chocolate-covered garlic from Enzo’s La Piccola Cucina.
Michelle Gurbisz, a senior accounting major and first-time
Dessert Wars participant, is a finalist in this year’s competition.
Gurbisz, who says she’s been baking since she was 5 or 6 years
old, put a twist on a recipe from her mom’s cookbook called
“Tuxedo Bites” as her entry for the Chocolate Explosion finale.
“I’ve always loved to bake,” Gurbisz said. “I bake something for
every family gathering I go to. I knew this competition would be a
perfect fit for me, and now I have a chance to show everyone how
great this dessert is.”
Gurbisz and the other student pastry chefs will meet with
the Rider Dining sous chefs around 2 p.m. on Thursday to start
baking their treats. Desserts will be served to students, guests and
judges between 4:30 and 6:30 p.m.; the winner will be announced
shortly after.
It’s not a matter of how many entries Dessert Wars gets or who
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wins the competition that makes a good contest, Mozes explained.
It’s getting students involved, talking and excited that make the
experience worth it.
What is one thing Gurbisz will keep in mind the day of the
competition? Enjoyment.
“I’m here because Rider offered me this great opportunity, and
I’m just going to have fun with it!”
More information on Dessert Wars: Chocolate Explosion can be found at
www.1077TheBronc.com.

HERE do you see yourself five years
from now?” is a question that bears
tremendous weight for a college
student. Even at one of the country’s most prestigious music conservatories, not
everyone becomes a professional musician for a
living.
At a panel titled “Tutto Voce: Music
Careers Beyond Westminster,” alumni will
talk about how their education led them to
their careers, both in classical music and other
fields, on April 27 at 7 p.m. at Talbott Library.
The panelists include Jonathan Slawson,
’09, the manager of Carnegie Hall’s Young
Patron Program; Terry Simpkins, ’92, the
director of Discover and Access Services at
Middlebury College’s Davis Family Library;
and Peter Foraker, assistant director of performance services at Lincoln Center.
Even though he is not a practicing professional musician, Simpkins said Westminster
helped him in ways he could have not
predicted.
“It’s not an exaggeration to say my experience at Westminster changed my life,” he
said. “Not necessarily in ways that I would’ve
expected prior to arriving, but, nonetheless, in
ways that have stayed with me ever since. I met
lifelong friends, improved my musicianship
immeasurably, and indirectly started down the

career path that I am now on.”
Simpkins, who has been a professional
librarian for 18 years, was introduced to music
libraries first as a graduate student, and later
as a member of the Talbott Library staff,
where he ran the media center.
Although the upcoming panel will address
what the future is like after graduating from
Westminster, Simpkins’ advice for current
students is not to be anxious.
“Enjoy your life,” he said. “Don’t worry too
much about ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ or ‘good’ or
‘bad’ music. Try not to plan too far in advance
or worry too much about the future. Use your
youth to explore whatever it is that interests
you, keeping your mind open to possibilities.
Opportunities will open up for you.”
As a more recent alumna, Elise Brancheau,
’10, said she is glad Westminster is providing
students an honest view of post-graduation
life. She continued to study voice performance
as a graduate student at Mannes School of
Music, and said she was primarily focused on
getting into graduate school, so she did not
concentrate on finding a “day job.”
With two degrees in voice performance and
little money left over from working at both the
Talbott Library and Mannes’ music library,
she was not sure what kind of job she would be
working after graduation, or whether potential
employers would take her seriously.

“I had been so focused on my studies at
Westminster and Mannes — and rightfully
so — that when it came time for me to earn
money, I was thrown off and scared,” she said.
She said she also wants current students to
understand that their careers might not follow
a linear path.
“They might be on top of the world one
day, winning competitions and singing lead
roles, and then suddenly not even get one
audition for an entire season,” she explained.
“It’s easy to get discouraged when this happens
if you’re under the impression that things will
consistently get bigger and better.”
Brancheau said she wishes she had sought
more experience outside of musical jobs.
“While I was totally qualified to sing in five
languages and analyze a Bach chorale, I had
no clue what types of jobs I should be looking
for,” she said. “I wish I had had the foresight
to take some classes in things like business or
marketing or writing — something I could put
on my resume when applying for jobs.”
Echoing Simpkins’ sentiment, Brancheau
said she encourages students to make decisions
that feel right for them, regardless of whether
they involve performing.
“It will be hard, you might be poor for a
while, and you might go down one path and
find it’s not for you, but that’s totally fine,” she
said.
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Inspiring hope

A

LETTER IZZQ^M[IVL[\]LMV\[
JMOQV\W[KZMIUIVLKZaQV
IVO]Q[P<PMQZXIZMV\[NMMT
the impending weight on
\PMQZ_ITTM\[;WUM\PQVO\MZZQJTM
PI[PIXXMVMLNWZW]Z[\]LMV\[IVL
W]ZKPMKSJWWS[":QLMZ¼[\]Q\QWVPI[
increased yet again. *]\\PQ[Q[V¼\
_WZ[\\PQVO\PI\KW]TLPIXXMV
The last thing I want to do is pay
IVaM`\ZI\W:QLMZ_PQKPQ[ITZMILa
WVMWN \PMUW[\M`XMV[Q^M]VQ^MZ[Qties in the state. I can agree with the
QLMI\PI\M^MV\]ITTa[\]LMV\[_WV¼\
M^MVJMIJTM\WINNWZL\WKWUMPMZM
*]\_MIZM_ITSQVOI_IaNZWU
one of the hardest years for this
]VQ^MZ[Q\aNQVIVKQITTa)LUQVQ[\ZI\WZ[
[Ia_M¼ZMNIKQVOILMNQKQ\)KILMUQK
XZWOZIU[_MZMITUW[\K]\\W[I^M
UWVMa)VMV\QZMLWZU_I[MUX\a
NWZ\PMMV\QZM[KPWWTaMIZJML[_Q\P
VWJWLQM[XIaQVO\WNQTT\PMU
1\¼[QUXWZ\IV\\W]VLMZ[\IVL\PI\
the school’s enrollment is still low.
To maintain all of the academic
XZWOZIU[J]LOM\[NWZKT]J[IVL
IK\Q^Q\QM[M`\ZI^IOIV\M^MV\[KIUX][\MKPVWTWOaY]ITQ\aWN LWZUTQNM
[XWZ\[IVLW\PMZJMTW^MLNIKM\[WN 
\PQ[KIUX][_M¼ZMOWQVO\WVMML\W
NQVL\PMUWVMa)VLN]VLQVOITTWN 
that is going to take more than lookQVOJM\_MMV\PMKW]KPK][PQWV[
1\IT[W[W]VL[I[\PW]OPIX][P
Q[JMQVOUILM\WUISM\PQ[KIUX][
UWZMI\\ZIK\Q^MJW\PXPa[QKITTaIVL
[WKQITTa:QLMZ_QTTJMZMXIQV\QVO
5WWZM4QJZIZaIVLZMVW^I\QVO/MM

0ITT)XTIVPI[JMMVIVVW]VKML\W
LM^MTWXTIVLWVKIUX][UISQVOQ\
I^IQTIJTMNWZJ][QVM[[M[IVLNWZZMIT
IXIZ\UMV\[\aTMTQ^QVONWZ[\]LMV\[
1¼^MTQ^MLWVKIUX][NWZ\PZMM
aMIZ[IVL[\]LMV\[IT_Ia[[Ia¹ZMVW^I\M\PMLWZU[ºIVL¹UISMUWZM
\PQVO[\WLWWVKIUX][º*]\\PM[M
XZWRMK\[KW[\UWVMa\PI\\PM]VQversity is not getting from incoming
[\]LMV\[<PMKWUJQVI\QWVWN \PM
QVKZMI[ML\]Q\QWVIVL\PM[MXZWXW[IT[
¸\PMZMVW^I\QWV[IVL\PMKIUX][
¹\W_Vº¸KW]TL[I\M\PM[MUIRWZ
KWUXTIQV\[IVLM^MV\]ITTaJWT[\MZ
MVZWTTUMV\WV\PQ[KIUX][?M¼ZM
XZM[[]ZQVO\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\aIVL\PMa
PI^M\WUMM\W]ZVMML[[WUMPW_
It’s also important to note that
Rider is planning to dedicate
IVW\PMZ UQTTQWV\W[KPWTIZ[PQX[
not other projects or piles of dirt.
<PI\UWVMaQ[OWQVOZQOP\JIKS\W
[\]LMV\[_PWVMMLWZMIZVQ\
I think this increase, which is
lower than that of years prior,
carries a lot of potential to satisfy
K]ZZMV\[\]LMV\[_PQTMX]TTQVOQV
UWZMXW[[QJTM[\]LMV\[?Q\P\PM[M
victories, Rider may find itself in a
[\IJTMNQVIVKQIT[\I\MIVL\PMV_M
KIVNQOP\\]Q\QWVQVKZMI[M[_Q\PMKPWQVO^WQKM[*]\I\\PQ[UWUMV\\PQ[
Q[V¼\ILMKQ[QWV\PI\][PMZ[QV[\ZQNM
<PQ[Q[WVM\PI\JZQVO[ITW\WN PWXM
This weekly editorial expresses the majority
opinion of The Rider News. This
editorial was written by the Opinion Editor,
Samantha Sawh.

April 27, 2016
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Taking it too far

A

S \PQ[aMIZ¼[\]Q\QWVPQSM
[VMISMLQV\WM^MZa]VLMZOZIL]I\M¼[UIQTJW`JIKSPWUM
[WUMWN ][KZ]UXTML\PM
XIXMZQV\WITQ\\TMJITTIVLKITTMLQ\I
LIa_PQTMW\PMZ[K]Z[ML\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\a
and tried to plant some money trees.
*]\\PMÅZ[\\PQVO1\PW]OP\_PMV1
received that pristine white and red
MV^MTWXM_I["?PMV_QTTQ\[\WX'
This year was different than
UW[\<PMZM_I[VWIVVW]VKMUMV\
of the increase, no parade of money
snatching. There was no press
ZMTMI[MWZPMILTQVM\WOZIJQ\KIUM
Ja[VIQTUIQT;\]LMV\[_MZMMQ\PMZ
[]ZXZQ[MLWZLQLV¼\KIZM
*]\I[I[\]LMV\_PWLWM[KIZM
IJW]\\PMKW[\WN UaML]KI\QWV1
_W]TLTQSM\W]VLMZ[\IVLPW_ZIQ[QVO\PM\]Q\QWVJa XMZKMV\IVL
ZIQ[QVO[KPWTIZ[PQX[IVLVMMLJI[ML
NQVIVKQITIQLJa!XMZKMV\_QTT[WT^M
IVa\PQVO0W__QTT\PM[UITTUIZOQV
WN QVKZMI[MK]\JIKSW]ZIVVW]VKML
LMNQKQ\IVLXZWXMT:QLMZNWZ_IZL'
1KIUM\W\PQ[QV[\Q\]\QWVJMKI][M
_PMV1TWWSMLI\\PMIUW]V\WN 
scholarships and financial aid that
other schools were giving me, it
LQLV¼\KWUXIZM\W\PMIUW]V\\PI\
:QLMZX]\NWZ\P1\UILMUMNMMT
special, wanted and accepted. The
IUW]V\WN [KPWTIZ[PQX[IVLNQVIVKQITIQL\PI\:QLMZOI^MUMX]\Ua
\]Q\QWVI\\PM[IUMIUW]V\I[6M_
2MZ[Ma[\I\M[KPWWT[?QTT\PQ[JM
XW[[QJTMQN _MKWV\QV]M\WPQSM]X
\PM\]Q\QWVQV\W\PM ZIVOM'

?PMVQ[MVW]OPMVW]OP'
6WUI\\MZPW_U]KPaW]
QVKZMI[M\PMNItILMWN \PMKIUX][
JaQUXTMUMV\QVOIKWTTMOM\W_VWZ
XIQV\QVO\PMTQJZIZaXI^QVOZWIL[
QVKZMI[QVO\PM?Q.QWZ[XZ]KQVO
]X\PMKIUX][TQOP\NQ`\]ZM[_PMV
IKWTTMOMQ[\WWM`XMV[Q^M[\]LMV\[
_WV¼\IXXTa?M_WV¼\JMIJTM\W
INNWZL\PMKW]V\ZaKT]JWN KIUX][M[
\PI\:QLMZQ[I[XQZQVO\WJM
There was no mention in the let\MZIJW]\ZM[QLMVKMZMVW^I\QWV[IVL
WVM\PQVO\PQ[KIUX][VMML[Q[JM\\MZ
dorms. The only enhancements
mentioned were things that were
ITZMILaQV\PM_WZS[WZ_QTTJMLWVM
\PQ[[]UUMZ<PI\LWM[V¼\[Ia_PMZM
the increased spending is going.
<PM]VQ^MZ[Q\aVMML[\WQUXTMUMV\INW]ZaMIZ\]Q\QWVNZMMbMNWZ
K]ZZMV\[\]LMV\[IVLQVKWUQVO
NZM[PUMV;M\WV0ITTPI[PILI
\]Q\QWVNZMMbM[QVKM<WY]ITQNa
[\]LMV\[U][\SMMXIJW^MI/8)
<PQ[_W]TLJMIVQVKMV\Q^MNWZ[\]LMV\[\WWJ\IQVIJM\\MZML]KI\QWV
IVLQ\_W]TLQVKZMI[MMVZWTTUMV\
JMKI][M[\]LMV\[_W]TLJMUWZM
QVKTQVML\WOW\WIVQV[\Q\]\QWV_PMZM
they know they have a chance their
\]Q\QWV_QTTJM[M\NWZNW]ZaMIZ[
;\WX\PMQVKZMI[M[NZMMbM\]Q\QWV
and increase morale. This is the
MY]I\QWVNWZIXZW[XMZW][]VQ^MZ[Q\a
This weekly editorial expresses the minority
opinion of The Rider News. This
editorial was written by the Managing
Editor, Alexis Schulz.
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Make the most of Rider’s
wireless connections

U

SE of

Rider’s wireless network, nowires, has increased dramatically over the
past several years. Today, 5,000 devices are connected daily, compared to 3,000
QV <PM\WXLM[\QVI\QWV[WV:QLMZ¼[_QZMTM[[VM\_WZSIZM 6M\ÆQ` .IKMJWWS
and Instagram.
71< _QTTJMUISQVO_QZMTM[[VM\_WZSQUXZW^MUMV\[W^MZ\PM[]UUMZIV\QKQXI\QVOM^MVPQOPMZLMUIVLQV\PMNITT *MTW_IZM\QX[WV_PI\aW]KIVLW\WQUXZW^M
aW]ZM`XMZQMVKM"
Keep your computer and phone operating system up-to-date:
<PM[WN\_IZM\PI\WXMZI\M[\PM_QZMTM[[KIZLQVaW]ZLM^QKM[KIV[WUM\QUM[KI][M
XZWJTMU[IVLUIaPI^MIPIZL\QUMKWUU]VQKI\QVO_Q\P\PMIKKM[[XWQV\[.WZ
KWUX]\MZ[UISM[]ZMaW]PI^M]X\WLI\M^QZ][XZW\MK\QWV[WN\_IZM
Connect your printer via USB:
?QZMTM[[XZQV\MZ[][M[QOVQNQKIV\VM\_WZSJIVL_QL\PIVLQV\MZNMZM_Q\P\PM_QZMTM[[KWVVMK\QWVWN W\PMZ[WV\PMVM\_WZSM^MV_PMV\PMaIZMQLTM .WZ\PQ[ZMI[WV 71< [\ZWVOTaZMKWUUMVL[\PI\aW]KWVVMK\aW]ZXZQV\MZ^QI =;* QV[\MILWN 
wireless.
Get a new wireless card, if necessary:
1N aW]¼ZMQV\PMUIZSM\NWZIVM_KWUX]\MZUISM[]ZM\PM_QZMTM[[KIZLQ[
¹L]ITJIVLºWZ[]XXWZ\[¹/0bº1N Q\[]XXWZ\[ )+\PMVQ\_QTTJML]IT
JIVL 1N aW]ZKWUX]\MZWVTa[]XXWZ\[\PMWTLMZ/0bJIVLaW]KIVJ]aI
[UITT =;* ILIX\MZ\PI\WXMZI\M[I\\PMNI[\MZ[XMMLNWZIXXZW`QUI\MTa 

Do not bring your own access point:
7VMUIRWZ[W]ZKMWN QV\MZNMZMVKMQ[ UQ[KWVNQO]ZML IKKM[[XWQV\[ ?QZMTM[[
LM^QKM[UW[\KWUUWVTa_QZMTM[[ZW]\MZ[KWUU]VQKI\MWV\PM[IUMZILQWNZMY]MVKa
I[:QLMZ¼[_QZMTM[[VM\_WZS ?PMV\PMaIZM UQ[KWVNQO]ZMLQ\KI][M[XZWJTMU[NWZ
aW]IVLaW]ZVMQOPJWZ[
If you have any questions or are having trouble using wireless at Rider, please contact
the OIT Help Desk at 609-219-3000 or send an email to helpdesk@rider.edu.
—Carol Kondrach
Associate Vice President for Information Technology
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Website rating
profs is unreliable

T the end of each semester, stuLMV\[ÅTTW]\M^IT]I\QWV[LM[KZQJQVOPW_XZWNM[[WZ[KW]TLPI^M
IXXZWIKPML\MIKPQVOLQٺMZMV\Ta
WZXZIQ[QVO\PMUNWZ\PMQZ_WVLMZN]T
_WZS;WUMWN \PM[MKWUUMV\[ÅVL
\PMQZ_IaWV\W:I\M5a8ZWNM[[WZ[KWU
IKWTTMK\QWVWN [\]LMV\M^IT]I\QWV[<PM
_MJ[Q\MQVKT]LM[ZI\QVO[WVPW_PMTXN]T
WZMI[aIXZWNM[[WZQ[\PMI^MZIOMOZILM
WN \PMZI\MZ[PW_PW\\PMXZWNM[[WZQ[
IVLKWUUMV\[IJW]\PQ[WZPMZKTI[[M[
<PMUW[\PMTXN]T\PQVOIJW]\\PQ[
_MJ[Q\MQ[_PM\PMZWZVW\I\M`\JWWS
Q[][MLQVKTI[[;WUM\QUM[IXZWNM[[WZ
_QTT¹ZMKWUUMVLºPI^QVOI\M`\JWWS
J]\\PMVVW\ZMY]QZMIVaZMILQVONZWU
Q\ITT[MUM[\MZ1N IJWWS¼[KWV\MV\Q[VW\
WV\PM\M[\1LWV¼\_IV\\WOWW]\WN 
Ua_Ia\WJ]aQ\M^MVQN Q\Q[\WJM\\MZ
UaW_VML]KI\QWV1¼UJZWSM#1KIV¼\
INNWZLJWWS[1LWV¼\VMML
<PMW\PMZZMTQIJTM\PQVOIJW]\\PM
_MJ[Q\MQ[\PM[\Z]K\]ZMWN KTI[[;WUM
[\]LMV\[_QTT\MTTPW_UIVa\M[\[\PMZM
IZM_PI\\PMTMK\]ZM[IZMTQSMM\K
*]\Q\[MMU[UW[\XZWNM[[WZ[_PWIZM
¹\W]OPºIZM\PMWVM[ZI\MLJaJMTW_
I^MZIOM[\]LMV\[5W[\WN \PM[\]LMV\[
_PWKWUXTIQVIJW]\\PMKTI[[IZM\PM
WVM[_PWIZMVW\LWQVO_MTTIVLXZWJIJTa\PW]OP\KWTTMOM_I[[]XXW[ML\WJM
IJZMMbM=VNWZ\]VI\MTa1LWVW\\Z][\
UaXMMZ[¼WXQVQWV[;WUM\QUM[1\ISM
IKTI[[_Q\PI¹PIZLºXZWNM[[WZIVL1
_QVL]XMVRWaQVO\PMKTI[[IVLM^MV\PM
XZWNM[[WZ
1IT[WPI^MIXZWJTMU_Q\P\PM

KTIZQ\aZI\QVO2][\JMKI][M[WUM\PQVO
Q[V¼\KTMIZ\WaW]LWM[V¼\UMIVQ\_WV¼\
JMKTMIZ\WUM)T[WQN [WUM\PQVO_I[
]VKTMIZ\W\PM[\]LMV\_PaLQLV¼\PM
WZ[PMI[S\PMXZWNM[[WZWZ[MMI\]\WZ
QV\PM;\]LMV\;]KKM[[+MV\MZ\WUISM
\PQVO[KTMIZMZ'5IaJM\PMXZWNM[[WZ¼[
UM\PWL[WN \MIKPQVOIZMV¼\_WZSQVONWZ
aW]J]\\PI\LWM[V¼\UMIV\PMXZWNM[[WZPI[\WKPIVOMIKTI[[5IaJMaW]¼ZM
\PMWVM\PI\VMML[ILQNNMZMV\IXXZWIKP
4I[\Ta_PaQ[\PMZMM^MVIKPQTQXMXXMZZI\QVO\WQVLQKI\MPW_PW\IXZWNM[[WZQ['?PW\ISM[KTI[[M[JI[MLWV\PQ['
1NMMT\PQ[Q[]VVMKM[[IZaQVNWZUI\QWV)
XZWNM[[WZ¼[IXXMIZIVKMLWM[V¼\LQK\I\M
PW_\PMKTI[[_QTTJMZ]VWZI\MIKPQVO
[\aTM[W\PMa[PW]TLR][\OM\ZQLWN \PM
KZMMXaXMXXMZ
:I\MUaXZWNM[[WZPI[XW\MV\QIT
*]\Q\¼[VW\ZMTQIJTMM[XMKQITTaNWZOWWL
[\]LMV\[+WV[QLMZQVO\PM\aXM[WN [\]LMV\[_PWTMI^MVMOI\Q^MZM[XWV[M[aW]
[PW]TLVM^MZ[PaI_IaNZWUIKTI[[R][\
JMKI][M\PMXZWNM[[WZPI[IJILZI\QVO
WZVWKPQTQXMXXMZ
1N aW]ZMITTa_IV\\WSVW__PI\I
XZWNM[[WZQ[TQSMUIaJMaW]KIV\Za
UMM\QVOPQUWZPMZ/ZIV\MLXZWNM[[WZ[
XZWJIJTa_WV¼\\MTTaW]\PMaIZM¹\W]OP
OZILMZ[ºJ]\aW]KIV][]ITTaOM\\PM
[MV[MWN _PI\\PMa_QTTJMTWWSQVONWZ
:I\M5a8ZWNM[[WZ[KWUQ[IV]VZMTQIJTM_MJ[Q\MW^MZITT1PI^MZMXMI\MLTa
NW]VL1KIVVW\\Z][\Ua_PQVaXMMZ[WV
PW_IXZWNM[[WZ\MIKPM[
—Rena Carman
Junior communication studies major
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Opinion

Ranking offers
useful resource

OMETIMES, Q\UIaJMPIZLNWZ
[\]LMV\[\WLMKQLM_PI\KTI[[M[WZ
XZWNM[[WZ[\W\ISM4]KSQTa\PMZM¼[
IOZMI\ZM[W]ZKMXZW^QLML\W\PMU
:I\M5a8ZWNM[[WZ[KWUQ[I_MJ[Q\M\PI\
_I[KZMI\ML[WKWTTMOM[\]LMV\[MVZWTTML
QVXIZ\QK]TIZKTI[[M[KW]TLX]JTQKTa[PIZM
\PMM`XMZQMVKM[\PMaPILQVIKWTTMOM
KTI[[ZWWU;\]LMV\[¼QLMV\Q\QM[ZMUIQV
IVWVaUW][IT\PW]OP\PMaIZMZMY]QZML
\WKZMI\MIVIKKW]V\\PI\XZW^M[\PMa
IZMQVNIK\[\]LMV\[
)LLQ\QWVITTa\PM_MJ[Q\MLWM[IOWWL
RWJQVXZW\MK\QVO[\]LMV\[¼XMZ[WVIT
QLMV\Q\QM[_PQTMOQ^QVO\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\WOZIV\XZWNM[[WZ[[\IZZI\QVO[
KPWW[M\PZMM[KPWWTZMTI\ML\IO[\PI\
JM[\LM[KZQJM\PMXZWNM[[WZ[PIZM\PMQZ
M`XMZQMVKM[IVLMV\MZ\PMOZILM[
\PMaZMKMQ^ML1\\Z]TaOWM[IJW^MIVL
JMaWVL\WUISM[]ZM\PMXMZ[WVZI\QVO
\PMXZWNM[[WZMV\MZ[\PMM`IK\KW]Z[M
KWLM\PI\\PMKW]Z[MPMTLIVLQN \PM
KW]Z[MKWLMXZW^M[\WJMQVIKK]ZI\MI
[\]LMV\¼[ZI\QVOUIaJMZMUW^ML1\IT[W
[XMKQNQKITTa[\I\M[VW\\WLQ[K][[QN \PM
XZWNM[[WZQ[JQI[MLWZ[PW_[NI^WZQ\Q[U
\W_IZLWZIOIQV[\I[\]LMV\
8ZWNM[[WZ[IZMP]UIVJMQVO[ITWVO
_Q\PKWTTMOM[\]LMV\[[WQ\Q[NIQZ\W
ILUQ\\PI\VW\M^MZaKWUUMV\WV
:I\M5a8ZWNM[[WZ[KWU_QTTXW[Q\Q^MTa
WZIKK]ZI\MTaZMNTMK\MIKPIVLM^MZa
XZWNM[[WZ0W_M^MZQ\OQ^M[[\]LMV\[\PM
KPIVKM\W^WQKM\PMQZM`XMZQMVKM[)[
IKWTTMOM[WXPWUWZM1SVW_NQZ[\PIVL
\PI\Q\Q[PMTXN]T\WPMIZNZWUW\PMZ[\]LMV\[1KW]TLJMQV\PMQZ[PWM[_PMV1

IU\ISQVO\PMKW]Z[M7VKWTTMOMKIUX][M[\PZW]OPW]\\PMVI\QWV\PQ[_MJ[Q\MQ[QVNIK\\PMNQZ[\ZM[W]ZKM[\]LMV\[
]\QTQbM_PMVZMOQ[\MZQVONWZKW]Z[M[
JMKI][MQ\\MTT[ZMITXMWXTM¼[ZMITM`XMZQMVKM[+WTTMOM[\]LMV\[_IV\\WTQ[\MV\W
XMWXTM_PWIZMQV\PM[IUMJWI\I[\PMa
IZM_PQKPQ[_Pa_MMVRWaZMILQVOMIKP
W\PMZ[¼M`XMZQMVKM[IT\PW]OP\PMaUIa
WZUIaVW\JM\PM[IUMI[W]ZW_V
+WUUMV\[\PI\IXXMIZQVIXXZWXZQI\M
IZMZM_WZLMLJa\PM_MJ[Q\MIVLXZWNIVQ\QM[IZMZMUW^ML1\Q[R][\X]JTQKTa
LWK]UMV\MLKWV[\Z]K\Q^MKZQ\QKQ[U
1VILLQ\QWVQ\Q[M`\ZMUMTaMI[a\W
LQ[\QVO]Q[P\PMQV[\Q\]\QWV[_PMZMMIKP
XZWNM[[WZ\MIKPM[M^MV_Q\PKWUUWV
TI[\VIUM[)N\MZZMILQVOIZM^QM_
[\]LMV\[KIVLQ[KW^MZQN IXZWNM[[WZ¼[
\MIKPQVO[\aTMIVLIJQTQ\a\WKWV^Ma
UI\MZQITQ[IUI\KPNWZ\PMU
;\]LMV\[ITTTMIZVLQNNMZMV\Ta1N aW]
KIVPI^MIJI[QK]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN _PI\
\WM`XMK\XZQWZ\WZMOQ[\MZQVOQ\NMMT[
I[QN I_MQOP\PI[JMMVTQN\MLWNN aW]Z
[PW]TLMZ[;\]LMV\[PI^M\ZIV[KZQX\[
IVLXZWOZM[[ZMXWZ\[\PI\XMZUIVMV\Ta
TMI^MIUIZSWVW]ZN]\]ZM[;WQ\Q[
WVTaNIQZ\PI\XZWNM[[WZ[ZMKMQ^M[WUM
NMMLJIKSI[_MTT
—Mary-Lyn Buckley
Sophomore journalism major
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Broncs snap losing skid in homestand

T

By Carlos Toro

the Rider softball team
finished a lengthy homestand
against four different opponents.
Villanova, Siena and Marist,
each in doubleheader series, swept
Rider from April 20-24, but the Broncs
beat Saint Peter’s on April 26.
Against first-place Marist, Rider
took the second game into extra
innings, which Rider Head Coach
Jaclyn Timko said the team should be
proud of.
“That’s something I tell the players:
If you show up and play, you can beat
anyone,” Timko said. “The team just
needs to be there to do it mentally, and
that’s our biggest thing. I hope the team
looks at this game and says that they
fought them all the way to extra innings
and almost beat them.”
In the first game of the doubleheader against Villanova (28-14, 11-4
Big East), Rider did not record a single
hit and lost the first game 3-0. In the
second game, the Broncs managed to
get six hits and scored a run, but it was
not enough to win against the Wildcats,
who, at the time, had won 17 straight
games.
“Our one through five hitters are
very consistent,” Timko said. “We just
need to work on our bottom-of-theorder hitters to get the rest of the way
going. We have to find the right combination of getting all our hits lined up in

Brian Solomon/Rider University

HIS week,

Junior outfielder Josettee Spencer squares to bunt. She had two RBI’s in a loss to Marist on April 24.
a row, especially when we have runners
in scoring position.”
The Broncs fared a little better
against Siena (21-16, 6-6 MAAC), scoring five runs, thanks in part to designated hitter Montana Berg’s two-RBI
single in the bottom of the fifth. That
helped Rider tie the game at five runs
apiece, but the Saints scored two runs
in the top of the seventh to win the first
game 7-5.
Rider allowed three runs in the first
two innings in the second game of
the doubleheader and the Broncs only
scored one run, in the fourth inning, as
they fell 3-1.
After losing the first game of the
April 24 doubleheader by a score of

11-0, Rider came back and pushed
Marist (36-8, 11-1 MAAC) to its
limit, forcing the Red Foxes into extra
innings, but losing 9-8.
Rider took a 3-0 lead in the fourth
inning, while Marist scored a run in
the fifth and sixth innings each. Broncs
third baseman Emily Cottrell hit a
two-run home run in the bottom of the
sixth inning to push the lead up 5-2.
The Red Foxes mounted a comeback
in the top of the seventh inning, capped
off by a two-run shot to right-center
field by junior right fielder Janna Korak
that tied the game at five runs apiece,
forcing extra innings.
Marist then scored four runs in
the top of the eighth. Rider scored

Students enjoying Ramapo College’s beautiful 300-acre campus.

Use your summer
to get a jump on fall.
Summer is not only a great time to go to the beach and hang out with friends, but it is also
a great way to get some of your required courses and pre-reqs completed – giving you
flexibility – and a head-start for your fall schedule. Ramapo College’s Summer Session
offers undergraduate courses across all disciplines, both on campus and online. Courses are
available to visiting students from other colleges and universities*.
Registration is currently open to visiting students.
Explore course offerings at: www.ramapo.edu/summer1

Ranked by U.S. News
& World Report as one
of the Best Regional
Universities North
category for public
institutions.

Ranked as one of the
“Best Bang-for-theBuck Colleges in the
Northeast” by
Washington Monthly.

Listed by Kiplinger’s as
one of 100 Best Values
in Public Colleges.

As a College of
Distinction, Ramapo
attracts and supports
engaged students,
great teaching, a
vibrant community and
successful outcomes.

Explore summer course offerings at:
www.ramapo.edu/summer1
*It is your responsibility to check with your home institution’s
credit transfer policies and requirements to determine eligibility
of courses and the acceptable transfer of credits.

three runs in the bottom of the eighth,
nearly beating Marist in what would
have been Rider’s signature win of the
season.
Being so close to winning was frustrating for the Broncs, but the team saw
it as a sign of improvement.
“I definitely think that this game
showed that we can compete against
anyone,” Cottrell said. “The old team
from a couple of weeks ago was not
going to come back in the bottom in
the eighth inning. We fought hard.”
The Broncs then faced Saint Peter’s
(0-34, 0-11 MAAC) at home on April
26. Rider’s offense exploded in the first
inning of game one of the doubleheader, scoring 10 runs.
While the Peacocks did come back,
scoring runs in the second, fourth, fifth
and seventh innings, Rider’s initial
offense, helped by additional runs
scored in the third and fifth innings,
snapped its eight-game losing streak by
winning 14-12. The second game was
rained out.
Rider will travel to Columbia for a
game on April 27. Timko said that the
team is improving, but still needs to
work on its offense.
“We have to find the right combination of getting all our hits lined up in a
row, especially when we have runners in
scoring position,” Timko said. “Slowly,
but surely, we’re getting there.”

505 Ramapo Valley Road, Mahwah, NJ
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By Carlos Toro
FTER a

slow start at the MAAC
Championships, which ran from
April 22-24, the Broncs golf team
fought their way to a third-place

finish.
Their biggest highlight, aside from
the team’s accomplishment, was senior
Parker Mann earning All-MAAC honors by finishing tied for ninth.
Mann was in top 10 contention
throughout the third day, but he ran
into bunker trouble on the 18th hole.
He recovered well enough to finish with
a score of 73 on the last day. Mann
is the first Bronc to earn All-MAAC
honors since James Buttermark placed
seventh in 2011.
“It was awesome to watch Parker
[Mann] hole out his last shot out of
the bunker to finish inside the top 10,”
Head Coach Jason Barry said. “That is
a moment that I will never forget.”
After starting the tournament in
eighth place out of nine teams after day
one, the Broncs’ team effort resulted in
the second-best team score on days two
and three.
Barry said that he knew his team
was capable of playing well in the
tournament, which was held on the
Magnolia Golf Course in Orlando,
Florida. This was the Broncs’ best finish in the MAAC Championship since
2010.
“We are very happy with the way we
ended the season,” Barry said. “The
guys hung in there after a rough start to
the spring.”

Rider earned a team score of 902
across the three days. That included the
final leg of the tournament, when the
team scored 293, tied for the best team
round in the program’s history at the
MAAC Championships.
The Broncs, led by junior Parker
Mann, who won All-MAAC honors
by finishing tied for ninth, started with
a combined score of 310, eight shots
from Monmouth’s lead after the first
round.
Barry said that despite starting out
in eighth place, the team was able to
focus on the task at hand.
“We weren’t concerned with what
place we were in after round one,”
Barry said. “We were more concerned
with the strokes we had to make up to
put ourselves back in the tournament.”
Junior Aaron Simone, who tied for
18th place after a score of 229, said
that the team “knew it had a chance to
win the tournament.”
Two other Broncs almost finished
with All-MAAC honors, but were just
a couple of shots away from placing in
the top 10. Senior Joe Hughes placed
12th (226) with rounds of 75-78-73
with senior Tom Yarson scoring a 227,
tying for 13th after rounds of 79-73-75.
Junior Sam DiGaetano also shot
229 to finish tied for 18th place.
Simone had rounds of 80-75-74 with
DiGaetano scoring rounds of 79-77-73.
“We didn’t get anything out of our
rounds on day one and had to card two
higher numbers,” said Barry. “Our guys
always play with a lot of heart and they

Brian Solomon/Rider University

Third-place finish has golf above par

Senior Parker Mann placed ninth at the 2016 MAAC Championships, earning All-MAAC honors.
played solid the last two rounds.”
The team championship was won
by Siena after playing a sudden-death
hole against Monmouth. Both schools
finished with a combined score of 890
for the tournament, 12 shots ahead of
Rider. Nicholas Dilio from Saint Peter’s
won the individual championship by
five shots with a combined score of
212, 12 shots ahead of Mann in the
45-player field.
Mann said that the third-place finish
was a “great way to end the season.”
“Everyone played well, fought
hard, stayed positive, and played their
game, which allowed us to shoot up the
leaderboard and make a run on the last
day,” Mann said. “It was truly a team
effort.”

The team also had three golfers
recognized with MAAC All-Academic
honors. Seniors Brian Dempster and
Hughes as well as DiGaetano have
grade point averages of 3.20 or higher.
The Broncs will return three letter-winners for next year, where the team aims
to be a contender in the conference.
“This program has come a long
way, and we are looking to continue
to improve on that heading into next
year,” Barry said.
Simone said that he and the team
feel that Rider is going to be a serious contender in the conference next
season.
“We are pleased with the way we
finished,” Simone said. “We believe we
are going to continue to get better.”

TR ACK AND FIELD

Two weekend meets lead to broken Rider records

T

By Shanna O’Mara
HE track

and field team set several personal and
university records when it split and competed at
the Larry Ellis Invitational, hosted by Princeton
University, on April 23 and the Widener
Invitational on April 22 and 23.
At the Widener Invitational, senior Charles Wilks
won the discus in an IC4A-qualifying distance of
48.49m. Senior Olivia Rosenberger won the triple
jump with a distance of 11.17m and placed eighth in
the long jump in 5.02m.
Sophomore David Gaynor placed third in the
discus with a personal record of 44.43m, and senior
Nasser Zayer ran the 5,000m in 15:55.09, finishing
39th of 65.
Junior Ariana Gagliardi ran a personal best
time of 5:24.26 in the 1500m to place 46th of 100.
Sophomore Dakota Karras placed third in the 100m
hurdles in 15.29. Freshmen Brianna Best and Alexis
Pignataro both set personal records, best in the 100m
(12.76), and Pignataro in the hammer throw (38.35m).
On April 23, part of the team traveled to
Princeton. Senior Daria Chedwick qualified for the
ECACs in the 100m hurdles with a time of 14.2 in
the preliminaries and ran a 14.4 in the finals, placing
second. Senior Stephanie Welte set a Rider record in
the 800m elite heat, placing 34th of 80 in 2:11.34.
Senior Nicole Georgia also broke a Rider record,
placing sixth in the 400m hurdles in 1:02.22.
“It meant a lot to me to break an individual school
record,” Georgia said. “I was not expecting to break
the record, so hopefully I’ll break the record again
before my time as a college student ends.”
Sophomore Lexie Fraction ran the 100m hurdles
in a personal record and ECAC-qualifying time of
14.44. Freshman Ashley Berry placed eighth of 22 in
the discus with a distance of 136’6”.
For the men, junior Johnathan Jackson qualified
for the IC4A in the 800m with a time of 1:52.19,

placing 31st of 78. Seniors Darien Edwards and Tom
McLaughlin also qualified in the same event with
times of 1:53.26 and 1:53.79, respectively.
Senior Sam Knipper ran the 1500m in 4:01.24,
and sophomore Danniel Belay placed eighth in the
same event, finishing in 3:58.31.
“I was able to put myself in good position in the
beginning and that set me up for a good finish and a

personal best,” Belay said.
The Broncs will compete in the Penn Relays on
April 28.
“There is still some room for tuning up and
improvement before the conference championships
coming up,” Belay said. “I feel like our team performed well this weekend to put ourselves in good
standing as the championship season approaches.”
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Women place second at MAACs

At this year’s MAAC Championships, the women’s swimming and diving
team placed second for the 14th time in the last 17 seasons. Along with the
great showing as a team, Rider had several individual performances that
were impressive.
Senior Erin Westcott placed third in the 200 fly with a time of 2:09.56.
Freshman Taylor Stalnaker came in fourth in the 200 back (2:05.82) and
sophomore Julianna Runk finished fourth in the 200 breast. The women’s
400 free relay team of Stalnaker, junior Jacquelynn Parker, freshman
Leeanna Cass and junior Ariana Palmer finished fifth out of nine teams
with a time of 3:35.03.

Chad Walsh earns spot on podium
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Five straight titles for men’s swimming and diving
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Men’s soccer takes MAAC crown

Rider started conference play at 0-2, before going on a 6-1-1
tear to earn the second seed in the conference tournament, only
behind nationally ranked Monmouth. Convincing wins over
Quinnipiac and Siena in the quarterfinal and semifinal, respectively, put the Broncs in the MAAC Championship game in
Orlando, Florida, on Nov. 9.
Rider came out on top against No. 22 Monmouth for the
first time since 1998 — also the last year in which the Broncs
won the MAAC. In a 3-2 victory, the Broncs never trailed
against the perennial Hawks. Junior midfielder Matt Fryc
scored his first career goal on a header with just 1:46 left
in the first half. Sophomore forward Elliot Otmani
also put one home early in the second half for a
2-0 lead.
Monmouth battled back, but senior goalkeeper
Ryan Baird was strong in the net, making eight saves.
The 14th win of the season put the Broncs in the
NCAA Tournament for the first time in 16 years,
where it took on defending national champion
Virginia. In a valiant fight, Rider fell 2-0.
G.
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In any conference and in any sport, you’d be hard-pressed to find a team with as
much recent success as the Rider men’s swimming and diving team. At the Burt Flickinger Athletic Center in Buffalo, New York, on Feb. 13, the team made it five consecutive MAAC titles, a run that started in 2012. Since then, the Broncs have also broken
five conference and team-relay records.
Sophomore Zack Molloy was named the MAAC Male Swimmer of the Meet
by taking three conference gold medals — the 100 free, 200 free and 500 free. In
the 200 free, Molloy set a program and conference record with a time of
1:36.87. He was also part of four MAAC and Rider record-setting relay
teams — the 200 medley, the 800 free, the 200 free and the 400 free.
Also for the men, junior Matthan-Matthew Martir led the 400 free
relay that won with a time of 2:59.69 as the
Broncs earned their fifth relay record of
the meet. Junior William Molloy, Zack
Molloy and freshman Vincent
Gibbons made up the rest of
the team.
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After starting MAAC play at a dismal 0-5, the
men’s basketball team hosted Marist on Jan. 17, a
team it had dominated in recent years. However, the
Red Foxes came into Alumni Gym that night and
surprised the Broncs, holding a lead for the
majority of the game.
With less than two minutes left in regulation,
Marist led 69-60, and it was looking like another disappointing finish for Rider. But in one of their best comebacks in recent years, the Broncs battled back to tie the
game at 72 and send it to overtime. Graduate guard Teddy
Okereafor was virtually unstoppable, dropping a
career-high 38 points and hitting the tying layup with 1.2
seconds left. He also broke a MAAC record in the
contest, making 25 foul shots.
The game was still tied after one overtime, and in
the second frame it was senior guard Zedric Sadler
who came alive as well. He finished the game with
21 points. The Broncs would ultimately put up
102 points in the win, the most they scored
since 2008.
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Teddy Okereafor’s career night
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After winning its first-ever Eastern Wrestling League title
and first conference title since 2000, the wrestling team sent six men to the
NCAA Championships at Madison Square Garden. Sophomore Chad Walsh, the
No. 15 seed at 157, made a historic run for Rider. He placed fifth
nationally, earning a spot on the podium and becoming Head
Coach Gary Taylor’s 15th All-American.
In the second round, Walsh pulled off one of the biggest
upsets of the weekend, downing second-seeded
Thomas Gantt of North Carolina State. He
then defeated Cody Pack of South Dakota
State, in a come-from-behind 11-10 win. That
victory put him in the national semifinal and
earned him All-America honors.
Walsh came up short of wrestling for a
national title when he was beaten by
Jason Nolf of Penn State, the No. 3
seed, 19-4. As a team, Rider
finished 24th in the country.
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By Brandon Scalea
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5. Teddy Okereafor, 4. Taylor Stalnaker, 3. Chad Walsh, 2. Matthan-Matthew Martir, 1. Christian Flath

